Top Ten Reasons to Automate
Your Time And Attendance Process
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Your payroll team will love you for letting us automate time tracking and payroll. Say goodbye to
endless Excel sheets and hours of data verification. Your staff will go from dreading to
loving running payroll…
Automating your time and attendance systems will protect you and your business from
overtime lawsuits and audits...Let Sierra be your solution--don’t wait to automate!
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Knowledge is power. Sierra is constantly looking for new solutions and taking deeper dives into old
ones. We are also certified in Sage and Microsoft ERP systems.

It doesn’t matter what accounting or payroll software you use, we can work with it! Sierra’s time
and attendance software works independently of your accounting or payroll software. Moving from
one payroll company to another? Not a problem with Sierra’s TimeMaster.
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Unhappy with your current time and attendance provider but worried about changing
systems? Our seasoned implementation team has you covered!

Want to make things easier for your employees and managers? Sierra has several solutions that offer
employees the ability to submit real time requests, view current hours worked and schedules, etc.
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Sierra can provide you with time clocks of any sort, from simple punch clocks to sophisticated face
recognition. Do you have teams that work at different worksites or roam? We have a
great mobile solution for you!

Rounding rules are our friends. And we <3 shift differentials.
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Tired of having to parse out employee time into different GL codes? Our systems allow job costing
tracking on the fly!

Using one of our biometric clocks-fingerprint, hand or face readers-will help you eliminate
“buddy punching” by your employees. These systems are easy to implement and use!
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